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This is the official homepage of Airnef, my open-source
utility for downloading images and movies from your WiFi-
equipped Nikon camera. Airnef runs on Windows, Mac,
and Linux. It supports all Nikon cameras that have built-
in WiFi interfaces, along with those using external Nikon
WU-1a and WU-1b WiFi adapters. Airnef may also work
with Nikon's WT-4A and WT-5A wireless adapters for the
D3/D4/D8x, although I don't have any of these adapters
on hand to test. Airnef supports Canon and Sony
cameras as well, although Canon supplies its own
excellent EOS Utility for wireless downloads. Airnef is
licensed under GPL v3. --downloadhistory [skipfiles
ignore clear] Controls how the file download history is
handled for this invocation. Airnefcmd maintains a
database of all files it has downloaded for a given
camera model/serial number combination. Each file in
the database is identified by the combination of its
name, creation date, and size; these three elements
together allow Airnef to guarantee against false
positives/negatives of the history. The default'skipfiles'
will skip any file that is in the download history. 'ignore'
will cause airnefcmd to ignore the download history for
this invocation when deciding whether to download a
given file - ie, it will download files even if they're in the
download history. Note that the download history will still
be updated for any files downloaded during 'ignore'
invocations; this allows the history to be utilized on
future invocations when 'ignore' is not specified. 'clear'
will delete the entire download history for the connected
camera model/serial number at the start of execution;
the download history will still be updated for any files
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downloaded during the session.
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In August 2019, security researchers from PhishMe
uncovered a large data breach at the email service

ProviderMail. According to a blog post, the data breach
was first uncovered in early 2018. In late 2018,

ProviderMail notified the affected customers that the
incident involved the account credentials of over 24

million users and that “we’re pretty sure that this is not
your fault,” but did not offer any explanation as to how
the incident occurred. ProviderMail has also confirmed
that customer data is no longer stored in plaintext, and
that it is now storing passwords using SHA-1 and bcrypt.

ProviderMail has also received numerous cease-and-
desist letters from law enforcement. The total number of
affected accounts was subsequently updated to over 54

million. In 2018, Sony Pictures, Sony Music and Sony
Pictures Animation were all compromised by a massive

hack affecting over 46M users. The attack began on April
2014 and continued through August and although most
of the data was found on the Sony Pictures web servers,

the most sensitive data including Usernames and
passwords were stored in the production servers outside

the Web servers. In August 2019, the PlayStation
Network and Qriocity services were hacked and over 80

million accounts were compromised. The breach
impacted the Sony Music and Sony Online Entertainment
services, along with PSN, SOE and Qriocity. The exposed

user details included usernames, email addresses,
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hashed passwords and game login tokens. Sony also
suffered a breach of their forums, this gave attackers

access to 8. 5ec8ef588b
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